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Abstract—In the human body, emotion plays a critical func-
tion. Emotion is the most significant subject in human-machine
interaction. In economic contexts, emotion detection is equally
essential. Emotion detection is crucial in making any decision.
Several approaches were explored to determine emotion in text.
People increasingly use social media to share their views, and
researchers strive to decipher emotions from this medium. There
has been some work on emotion detection from the text and
sentiment analysis. Although some work has been done in which
emotion has been recognized, there are many things to improve.
There is not much work to detect racism and analysis sentiment
on Ukraine -Russia war. We suggested a unique technique in
which emotion is identified, and the sentiment is analyzed. We
utilized Twitter data to analyze the sentiment of the Ukraine-
Russia war. Our system performs better than prior work. The
study increases the accuracy of detecting emotion. To identify
emotion and racism, we used classical machine learning and the
ensemble method. An unsupervised approach and NLP modules
were used to analyze sentiment. The goal of the study is to detect
emotion and racism and also analyze the sentiment.

Keywords—Emotion detection; racism; sentiment analysis; so-
cial media; machine learning; ensemble; Ukraine-Russia

I. INTRODUCTION

Emotion is a strong feeling caused by one’s circumstances
and conditions, moods, interpersonal connections, or pleasure
and dissatisfaction. The emotional experience includes per-
ceptions of the world, cognitive capacities, behavioral reac-
tions, metabolic anomalies, and instrumental activity. Emotions
are difficult to define because they are a fleeting state of
mind. Images, speech, facial expressions, textual information,
emoticons, and other kinds of expression may all be used
to determine emotion. Textual data is essential for research
[1]. Massive amounts of text-based data have been generated
regularly in recent years via social media and conversations
such as messenger, Whatsapp, Twitter, and other means [2].
The progression of digital communications and its popularity,
particularly virtual networking, keeps individuals interested
in how they connect and communicate amongst themselves.
People have become accustomed to expressing feelings lightly
and intuitively through social media communication and the
simplicity of responses. People use social media to keep up
with what’s happening in the world and to share their opinion
and feedback via likes, comments, and shares, among other
things [3]. Today’s most popular social media platforms are
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. People visit Facebook to
keep in touch with friends, family, and loved ones, learn about
what’s happening worldwide, and express what’s important

to them, according to Facebook’s vision and mission. People
incline to be more verbose on Facebook, yet posts go through
more simple “likes” than lengthy comments. Since February
2017, Facebook has included additional capabilities that allow
users to express their specific feelings in reaction to a post,
such as the ability to mention “love” or “sadness” instead
of liking a post [4]. People use Twitter to express their
thoughts, feelings, and views through short messages or tweets
at any time. Individuals’ emotional states of mind, such as
joy, worry, and hopelessness, are captured overtly or indirectly
within those short messages along with bigger communities,
such as the viewpoints of people in a particular country
[5][6]. There are five ways to emotion identification from
text, including keyword-based, lexical/corpus-based, learning-
based, hybrid-based, and deep learning-based approaches,
but each has its limitations[7]. Specifically, identifying ob-
ject words from tweets is named object-oriented feature to
perform sentiment—Bi-gram, uni-gram model with object-
oriented feature effective better [8]. Emotion was discovered
and recognized using machine learning and deep learning
methods. There are also several classifications for identifying
emotions; some of them are the k-nearest neighbor(KNN)
algorithm, Support vector machine(SVM), decision tree(DT),
random forest(RF), linear discriminant analysis(LDA), etc.
DT is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like graph or
model of decisions and their possible consequences, KNN
is a method for classifying objects based on closest training
examples in the feature space, LDA is a method used in
statistics, pattern recognition, and machine learning to find
a linear combination of features which characterizes or sep-
arates two or more classes of objects or events and SVM
analyze data with recognizing patterns used for classification
and regression analysis. Based on the lexical approach, Real-
time emotional analysis was carried out, and the data was
obtained from online social media[9]. Sentiment analysis may
be performed using a deep learning model that has been pre-
trained, as well as unsupervised algorithms such as Valence
Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner(VADER), textblob,
and k-means clustering. It’s also possible to gauge sentiment
using lexicons. The sentiment was analyzed using large-scale
data from Twitter and a machine learning-based technique.
Sentiwordnet and sentiment are sentic computing-based pub-
lic lexicons [10]. Emotion is identified from audio sources
following machine learning techniques and categorized into
six basic emotions. Auto weka performed the best outrun
compared to SVM, KNN, and multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
[11]. Finding out mental instability RF shows (87%) accurate
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results from the manually surveyed datasets [12].The basic
facts are that domain adaptability and accuracy are the main
constraints for emotion recognition from text. The advantages
of the suggested approach are an improvement in emotion
detection accuracy. The dataset was compiled from a number
of sources. The dataset will aid researchers in overcoming this
industry’s problem of domain adaptation. The research project
also analyzes the war between Russia and Ukraine’s tweets for
mood. The topic has fewer datasets that are readily available.
Therefore, gathering a dataset is the main contribution to this
field. The desired model to address accuracy issues is ensemble
model learning. The main goal of the research was to increase
accuracy, thus we utilized a variety of ensemble techniques.
We proposed a unique technique where ensemble and classical
machine learning are applied. We also used an unsupervised
approach to analyze the sentiment. In our work, we will show
an approach that detects emotion, analyzes sentiment, and
detects racism. We used various methods and techniques to
identify emotion, racism, and sentiment analysis. To increase
the speed and quality of the learning process, we applied
machine learning and ensemble method using parameters. The
following is the structure of this paper: Some recent studies
in this field are addressed in Section 2. Section 3 details our
study technique. Section 4 contains the results, and We’ll talk
about our strengths and weaknesses and provide suggestions
for the future. Then, we eventually finished the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

According to a case study [12], a 3-turn dialogue de-
tects and distinguishes emotions. In three turns, it contains
a collection of human emotions on Twitter. They also talk
about the Amiens system, which detects emotions in text
messages. The algorithm applied the Long short-term memory
(LSTM) model to recognize human emotions based on the
in-depth reading. The system’s primary input is a mix of
word2vec and doc2vec embedding. Then, for that issue, utilize
the most current Bi-Long Memory Short Term category, which
used word embedding as input and predicted human emotion.
When the Amiens score is 0.7185, the output results reveal
considerable variations in f points above the model’s base.
As a potential future project, they plan to expand hybrid
approaches through emotion handling and emotion lexicons
management. A case study showed the interaction of emotion
by applying hybrid and machine learning methods for six
basic emotion categories. A comparison study of speaker-
independent and dependent recognition was represented [13].
As different formats of emotion detection systems exist, the
text identification system is one of them. A machine learning-
based automated system was implemented to understand a
textual form of data to analyze its class. SVM was per-
formed with a 63.5% accuracy rate in the following system
of automatic text identification [14]. Linguistic-related emotion
identification has some complexity, and little research has been
done on it. For every individual language, the data prepro-
cessing step becomes the most challenging part. Preprocessing
steps followed tokenization, segmentation, and other extraction
methods to filter raw data for better applicability. A system
was implemented to perform a hybrid approach to classify
six basic emotions for Punjabi words [15]. Urdu language-
based work focused on commercial-related emotion detection
[16]. The algorithm support vector classifier(SVC), KNN, RF,

and Naive Bayes(NB) was applied to datasets (Smartphone
and Sports), and SVC performed best among them with
accuracy above 80%. NB achieved the goal of detecting
Bangla text-related emotion. As a complex linguistic analysis,
three emotions category presented in this process [17]. Facial
expression means a lot of things about the mentality of a
person. The machine learning-based method SVM algorithm
was used to detect the actual emotion of a person from an
image. Framework and UI environment constructed in their
system [18]. In the present world, the most used handheld
electronic device is a smartphone. A self-automated system
named “iself” is represented in their work where it can detect
the user’s emotions from their smartphone data. The system’s
structure describes how emotion detection happened by ana-
lyzing smartphone users’ data [19]. Social media is a great
source for mass data collection. Five preprocessing techniques
were used for Arabic language emotion detection contextual
research. The minimal sequential optimization(SMO) classifier
performed better than NB and SF in classifying six basic
emotions distinguished from the text [20]. Emoticons can be
an expression of emotion. The study reviewed the Arabic
tweets and labeled them into the four emotion categories.
Testing was performed using SVM and MNB algorithms
for developing the system[21].Deep learning techniques were
used for detecting emotion from the Persian text document.
Preprocessing technique word2vec was used for normalizing
the dataset. NB, DT, and SVM algorithms were executed to
classify emotion, and 10-fold cross-validation was performed
to evaluate the performance. The SVM algorithm scored the
highest accuracy in their system [22]. A system overviewed
in the research is SEDAT, which can detect emotion from
Arabic social media tweets in real-time. Convolutional Neural
Network(CNN)-LSTM neural network technique was applied
to construct the system. Their work shows that the system
is better accurate than the TeamUNCC system [23]. Arabic
language-based sentiment analysis work combined three Ara-
bic Steemers (ISRI, Light Steemer, snowball). The research
outcome exhibits a comparison between deep learning and
machine learning where CNN, SVM, NB, and MLP are
exerted in implementation [24]. Emotion classification and
social media are almost connected in parallel cause it is a
rich data sources. In this case, comparative model analysis on
different datasets is highlighted. TME model acquires maxi-
mum accuracy than other models, and WME remains close
to TME [25]. From youtube users’ text comments, emotion
identification was conducted in this research. Unsupervised
machine learning technique executed to determine emotion
category from YouTube comment data corpus.The system
achieved an average of 92.75% precision, close to another
existing system that applied the SVM algorithm[26]. The
microblog-based emotion classification task is represented by
using deep learning techniques. CNN model was selected for
this purpose, though the experiment was held in four phases.
Sina Weibo was the data source for the experiment. This
study exposed CNN as the maximum accurate (97.60%) for
detecting emotion from microblogs [27]. Another research
is a deep learning-based emotion recognition system. It also
demonstrates how excellent deep learning is at detecting text
emotion. Data preparation includes sentence segmentation and
word embedding. SVM and LSTM are employed to categorize
seven different emotion groups. Among these, LSTM has a
higher efficiency (94.7%) than SVM [28]. Most of the existing
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sentiment analysis and emotion detection research is performed
on deep learn ing or machine learning-based unique tech-
niques. This study presents a system that converts multi-label
classification problems into a single binary classification and
then solves the problem by applying the deep learning method.
The proposed system model Binary Neural Network (BNET)
shows the best accuracy in evaluation measured in (multi-
label accuracy) Jaccard [29]. Although several textual-based
emotion recognition systems exist, the researcher concentrated
on discovering emotional states from poetry text in this study.
The suggested method is capable of detecting 13 different
emotion classes. The system recognizes the context and value
of tokens. Comparative investigation demonstrates that the
suggested model outperforms the CNN-BiLSTM model in this
system[30]. Emotion-based research is becoming more popular
since computer machines can predict likely outcomes. Several
research and records used a variety of procedures and strategies
to identify particular human emotions. Previous work had
various drawbacks; thus, the suggested system employed the
layered LSTM approach to identify emotion. The suggested
system outperformed the LSTM and SVM approaches, reach-
ing a 99.2% accuracy rate [31]. Another research represents
EmoDet2, a system that innovates deep learning architecture
for identifying emotion from the text.The suggested system
used two different algorithms: BERT and BiLSTM. EmoDet2
has been created by applying the ensemble method. The system
F1 score (0.75) outperforms the baseline model, which was
encouraging. SEMEVAL-2019 dataset had the best accuracy in
recognizing emotion from the text, allowing the EmoDet2 sys-
tem to outperform the baseline model[32]. A suggested method
was given in another study that used a machine-learning
approach to identify emotions. The dataset is divided into two
types, one binary, and the other multi-class. The system was
programmed with seven machine-learning models for the ex-
periment. The sentiment is divided into two categories: joyful
and unpleasant. The LR-SGD and the tf-idf classifier produced
ideal results in a comparison study. The voting classifier beat
all others, obtaining 84 percent accuracy using both TF and tf-
idf[33]. According to a study by [34], social media is getting
a lot of attention in today’s world. Public and private opinions
on various topics are constantly expressed and distributed via
social media platforms. One of the most prominent social
media platforms is Twitter. Twitter is a social media platform
that allows buddies, relatives, and colleagues to interact and
keep in touch by exchanging short, frequent messages. Twitter
is the main microblogging website that allows users to post
status updates (known as” tweets”). These tweets occasionally
reflect thoughts on a variety of issues [35]. Twitter is a real-
time microblogging platform that allows individuals or groups
to express their opinions on a topic and have them appear on a
timeline. Web search apps and real-world applications such as
current global trends and world events, and extracting the most
up-to-date information regarding occurrences use microblog
data for analysis and conclusion-making. Sentiment Analysis
and Opinion Mining are two types of text mining that involve
the analysis of sentiments, opinions, and emotions and the
assessment of the text’s content. When evaluating people’s
thoughts, feelings, assessments, attitudes, and responses to ser-
vices, goods, organizations, personalities, events, themes, and
issues, and their qualities, sentiment analysis is another name
for opinion mining. Sentiment and subjectivity are strongly
influenced by the context and domain in which they occur.

It is not only due to language changes but also to the dual
meaning of feelings of the same term in various domains.
The processes of extracting nontrivial patterns and intriguing
information from unstructured script texts are called opinion
mining and sentiment analysis, respectively [36]. Before the
internet, it took a long time for information about a company’s
stock price, direction, and general attitudes to spread among
individuals. Web technology has ushered in a new era of
rapid information transmission and retrieval. Applying positive
or negative information about a company, product, person,
or other entity may be as simple as clicking a mouse or
utilizing microblogging services like Twitter [37]. Social media
platforms have grown in importance as a forum for political
debate worldwide. Users may use Twitter to send tweets,
which are short communications of up to 140 characters.
The number of people using Twitter is steadily increasing.
Over 100 million active users throughout the world send over
250 million tweets every day, according to the business. In
several fields, including the financial market, politics, and
social movements, sentiment in Twitter data has been utilized
for prediction or assessment. Emerging events or news are
frequently followed by a surge in Twitter activity, offering
a unique chance to assess the relationship between stated
public mood and political outcomes. Furthermore, sentiment
analysis may be used to investigate how these occurrences
impact public perception. It provides a fresh and contemporary
perspective on the dynamics of the election process and public
opinion to the general public, the media, lawmakers, and
academics. They present a method for real-time analysis of
popular sentiment toward presidential candidates, as stated
on Twitter during the 2012 U.S. election [38]. Many readers
value social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook
because they enable users to easily discuss and express their
thoughts on various issues and send messages worldwide.
Every day, millions of quick messages (tweets) are shipped on
Twitter, making it one of the most prominent microblogging
and social networking services. The challenge of assessing
users’ tweets in terms of emotions, ideas, and viewpoints
in a wide range of activities and domains is addressed by
Twitter sentiment analysis [39]. Twitter sentiment analysis is
a tricky issue, even though sentiment analysis has recently
garnered significant popularity in various fields. Businesses
use sentiment analysis to look at customer reviews of their
services, while the government and other organizations use it
to observe public health and forecast political trends, among
other things. Manual procedures were frequently used for
this before the advent of social networks. Manual techniques
were frequently used for this before the beginning of social
networks [40]. Customers who want to buy a quality product
based on user reviews at reliable online retailers can take
advantage of the service offered by the Twitter Sentiment
Analysis for Business Project. Additionally, it benefits com-
mercial enterprises that wish to accelerate their firm’s growth
by revamping goods or services following customer demands
and preferences [41]. One of the most crucial tasks in text
mining is automatic sentiment analysis of texts, which aims
to establish if a given document has a positive, negative, or
neutral attitude. Nowadays, It has gotten a lot of attention
because opinion mining on microblogging sites is widespread.
Both public and commercial companies increasingly rely on
the ability to determine whether a written document has a
favorable or unfavorable impression [42]. SVM, LR, NB,
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and KNN are the techniques employed for sentiment analysis
of how people feel about moving the nation’s capital. As
measured by the performance evaluation algorithm’s accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-measure findings, the support vector
machine fared better than the other three algorithms. The
administration will receive an overview of public opinion from
the perspective of data from social media through sentiment
analysis of the dialogue surrounding the relocation of the
nation’s capital [43]. With the development of Web 2.0 and
the rising popularity of social media platforms like Face book,
Twitter, and Google+, users can now exchange information
and, as a result, have a say in the material published on these
platforms[44]. Many analysts, businesspeople, and politicians
use blogs, microblogs, social networks, and other types of
websites as a massive source of information to grow their
businesses by taking advantage of the copious amounts of
text produced by users who provide ongoing feedback on the
prominence of a particular subject through emotions, view-
points, and feedback. The last ten years have seen a growth in
sentiment analysis methods, mainly when applied to tweets, in
both the academic and industrial areas [45]. Twitter sentiment
analysis is a useful tool for various activities using Twitter-
based analysis. Twitter sentiment analysis using attentional-
graph neural networks is done by the Attentional-graph Neural
Network-based Twitter Sentiment Analyzer (AGN-TSA). A
three-layered neural network used by AGN-TSA combines
information from the tweet’s text and its user connections [46].
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are also used to examine
sentiment in tweets. The technique can categorize tweets with
an accuracy rate of 80.74% while considering a binary task,
following testing 20 various design strategies [47]. Further-
more, A brand-new unsupervised learning framework built
on Concept-based and Hierarchical Clustering is suggested
for Twitter Sentiment Analysis. Serial ensembles combine
common hierarchical clustering techniques, including single
linkage, complete linkage, and average linkage algorithms.
Additionally, TF-IDF performs better than the Boolean method
compared to other feature representation techniques also exam-
ined [48]. One of the most intriguing study areas is sentiment
analysis from Twitter [49]offered a comparative emotive analy-
sis from a different linguistic standpoint. Several models, such
as PLMs, RoBERTa, and BERT, were used to evaluate each
language separately. For fine-tuning, four Nigerian languages
were pooled in the training dataset. Among the models tested
in the proposed system, the AfriBERTa model fared the best.
At present, politics and virality in social media is a common
phenomenon. This study [50] overviewed sentimental analysis
from Twitter in Greece, Spain, and the United Kingdom. The
dataset originated from tweets of parliament members and
politicians. The experimental models are distinguished into two
types multilingual and Monolingual. A comparative analysis
was conducted between these regions. Another study [51] used
NB Classifier to determine the tweet’s word semantic analysis.
The proposed system collects data from live-fetched twitter
according to user input. After analyzing the stored user data,
the visual heat is represented through Google Maps. There is a
variety of methods that may be used to analyze sentiment. Both
automatic and hybrid approaches were used for the experiment.
Using Deep learning [52] performed, the analysis of sentiment
on stemmed Turkish Twitter user data. Twitter API was used
to create the dataset. The data was preprocessed by eliminating
tokens, id numbers, and punctuation marks, among other

things. The training dataset was followed by three distinct
techniques: shift, shuffle, and hybrid. As DL algorithms, CNN,
RNN, and Han architecture were used. Compared to previous
systems, the suggested system can acquire a modest advantage.
The research [53]presented a one-of-a-kind effort on sentiment
inspection based on online meal delivery. Food reviews are
well-known for their commercial worth. It isn’t just about
Twitter users; it’s also about evaluating business competitors. A
comparative analysis was done on Twitter user data connected
to food delivery to categorize users’ attitudes and customer re-
views regarding the organization. Lexicon-based categorization
was used to differentiate sentiment polarity.

The literature focuses on the research’s shortcomings, gaps,
and advancements. A lot of studies have been done on the
broad topic of emotion detection from text. But something
needs to be improved. Accuracy is one among them. Therefore,
the suggested model is created to increase accuracy. There isn’t
much work left over from the Russia-Ukraine war. This study
looks into how people feel about going to war. The research
also examined racist behavior. Since we lacked a labeled
dataset, we used the Python library to evaluate the data and
used unsupervised learning to determine sentiment. Racism
originating from the war is detected via semi-supervised learn-
ing. The literature demonstrates that sentiment varies according
to the domain.

III. METHODOLOGY

Social media sites like Facebook detect emotion. Another
dataset was obtained from Kaggle and was used to identify
racism. Finally, we collected a dataset from Twitter. The Twit-
ter dataset is about the conflict between Russia and Ukraine.
This dataset was used to identify racism and assess public
opinion on the Russia-Ukraine conflict. The datasets’ source
and application are given in Table I. Overview of the entire
system is shown in Fig. 1. As previously stated, dataset 1
was acquired via social media and manually classified. After
that the dataset is divided into two parts. During the training
phase, 18000 data were trained, whereas 3000 data were tested.
Fig. 2 depicts the number of classes in dataset 1. Fig. 3
illustrates dataset 2, where 0 denotes a non-racist speech,
and one represents a racist utterance. Despite the recent and
rising interest in utilizing Twitter to study human behavior and
attitudes, the capacity to use Twitter data for social science
research and scientific research still has a long way to go[54].
Twitter provides an API, and by using the API, data can be
collected for research [55]. We used Twitter API to collect
tweets about the Ukraine-Russia crisis. Our dataset 3 had a
total of 16,208 records. We used some keywords to find the
exact data we needed. Fig. 4 depicts the stages involved in
gathering data from Twitter. The ensemble approach is used
to address the challenges with emotion detection accuracy.
The ensemble technique combines a variety of models. The
accuracy rises when the ensemble approach is used. First,
we used the suggested model to analyze our dataset, and the
accuracy was higher than with the old approach. Later, we
applied the model to additional datasets used by academics.
The accuracy of the model greatly increases whenever we
apply it to new datasets.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the entire system

TABLE I. DATASET SUMMARY

Dataset Application Source
Dataset 1 Detect Emotion Social media(self made)
Dataset 2 Rasicm Detection Kaggle
Dataset 3 Sentiment Analaysis Racism Analysis Twitter(Self made)

A. Text Representation

1) Text preprocessing: Text preprocessing prepares text
data for machines to use for analysis and prediction. Data
preprocessing is an essential aspect of machine learning. The
algorithms and models need to forecast the result accurately.
Besides lowering the extracted feature space, preprocessing
can increase classification accuracy [56]. The neat text and
some NLP packages are used to text preprocess. The text pr-
processing technique applied in our work:

Removing Numeric, punctuation, and special character:
We deleted any superfluous punctuation, digits, or symbols to
enhance the dataset and replaced them with space. Also, to
make the dataset more algorithmically implementable.

Removing Twitter Handles (@user): A was created to
eliminate the undesirable pattern of text from the tweets. It
takes two arguments, the original and refined strings, which
remove the text patterns. The method will give the desired
string after removing unwanted text patterns in the output. To
withdraw the design from our data, we used the function.

Removing short words: Short and useless words are
deleted in this stage. Words with a length of three or fewer
were eliminated from this list. As like hmm, oh, and so forth.

Removal of emoji,URL and hashtag: We must remove
emojis from text to gain accurate output in our work. There-
fore, we also eliminated URLs and hashtags from our text.

Segmentation: Text segmentation is the technique of
splitting written material into valuable components, including
words, sentences, or themes. We applied the segmentation
technique. First, any kinds of commas, dots, and hyphens were
deleted.

Tokenization: The tokenizer breaks up the input text into
little chunks known as tokens. For example, if elements of
a word are more prevalent than the word itself, there can be
more tokens than words.

Fig. 2. Number of each class in the dataset emotions

Fig. 3. Number of class in the dataset of racism detection

Fig. 4. Process of data collection from Twitter

Streaming: Data streaming is sending a continuous stream
of data to extract useful information. A data stream is a
collection of pieces arranged in time. Stemming is the process
of removing suffixes (“,”, “ly”, “es”, “s”, and so on) from a
word using a set of rules. For Example, play, playing, and
player, are the different variations of the word – “play”.

Lemmatization: It seems the term yet ensures that it
retains its meaning. Lemmatization has a pre-defined vocab-
ulary that records the context of words and checks the word
in the dictionary while decreasing the term’s length. Twitter
users occasionally utilize lengthy words, such as “loooovvveee,
greeeeat”, when they purposely type or add more letters that
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TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF BAG-OF-WORDS FEATURE

She He Good Girl Will Guy
1 1 2 1 0 0 B1
0 0 1 0 1 1 B2

repeat more frequently. We replace the long and needless
character

2) Feature extraction: The most crucial phase in detecting
emotion is feature selection, which influences the task’s overall
outcome. Therefore, it is critical to choose features carefully to
improve classification because better feature selection leads to
accurate prediction. We used various features to analyze our
procedure data after completing the pre-processing step. We
applied several feature extraction techniques to find the suitable
one for our proposed system. Combining several strategies
to achieve the best potential result is beneficial [17]. Feature
extraction techniques applied:

Bag-of-Words Features: An approach for extracting char-
acteristics from text documents is a Bag of Words. Machine
learning algorithms may be trained using these features. It
develops a vocabulary of all the unique terms in the training
sets. Take a corpus, for example, shown in Table II (a textual
compilation) named A comprising B documents b1, b2, ..... bB,
with X unique tokens retrieved from the corpus A. The list of
X tokens (words) will be formed, and B X X will determine
the size of the bag-of-words matrix Y. In document B(i), the
frequency of the token is represented in each row of the matrix
Y. For instance, suppose we have two documents-

B1: She is a good girl. He is also good.

B2: Will is a good guy.

It starts by building a vocabulary from the documents’
unique terms. [“She”, “He”, “good”, “girl”, “Will”, “guy”]
Here, B=2, X=6. The 2 X 6 matrix Y will be expressed as
follows:

The scenario above shows the training characteristics,
which include the frequency of each word on each page. This’s
strategy known as the bag-of-words approach since it’s based
on the number of occurrences rather than the sequence or order
of words.

Word n-grams: Several component evaluation approaches
are available for AI-based, more aesthetic implementa-
tion, such as n-gram, tf-idf, count vectorizer, and word
integration[57]. The n-grams feature combines n consecutive
words or characters that are considered beneficial for cate-
gorizing texts. Here, we looked at the performance of uni-
gram and bi-gram to acquire the optimum model. To achieve
the entire situation, we integrated the bi-gram and tri-gram
features, providing a substantially superior outcome in our
study. We also observed scikit-learn to explore features [58].
A series of N words or characters is referred to as an n-gram.
Consider the following sentence: “Emotion detection from
text”.
Unigram model(n=1)
[“Emotion”, “detection”, “from”, “text”]
Bigram model(n=2)
[“Emotion detection”, “detection from”, “from text”]

In natural language processing, n-grams are an essential but
fundamental notion. N-grams play a large part in our system
since so many applications need to extract insights from text.
The n-gram parameter’s range affects the outcome.

Tf-idf Vectorizer: The term frequency multiplied by the
inverse document frequency is known as tf-idf. The tf-idf
vectorizer [59], which evaluates the presence of a word in a
document rather than using only raw numbers, is an excellent
example of a suitable input representation [60]. The term
frequency refers to the number of times a specific word
occurs in a conferred document. On the other hand, Inverse
document frequency considers all that include that term. Term
Frequency (TF): First, let’s define the term “frequent” (TF).
It is a metric for the number of times a phrase, t, appears in
a document, d:

tft,d =
nt,d

Numberoftermsinthedocuments
(1)

Here, The number of times the phrase “t” appears in the
document “d” is represented by n in the numerator. As a result,
each paper and word would be assigned a unique TF value.
We used the same vocabulary as in the Bag-of-Words model
to demonstrate how to compute the TF for B2. B2: Will is a
good guy.

Here,

• Vocabulary: ‘She’, ‘He’, ‘good’, ‘girl’, ‘Will’, ‘guy’

• Number of words in B2 = 5

• TF for the word ‘Will’ by equation (1)= 1/5 Similarly,

• TF(‘She’,B2) = 0/5

• TF(‘He’,B2) = 0/5

• TF(‘good’,B2) = 1/8

• TF(‘girl’,B2) = 0/8

• TF(‘guy’,B2) = 1/8

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF): The IDF is a metric
that determines how essential a phrase is. Therefore, the IDF
value is required since simply computing the TF is insufficient
to comprehend the significance of words.

idft = log
numberofdocuments

numberofdocumentsnumberofdocumentswithterm“t”
(2)

he IDF values for all the words in B2 are calculated by
equation 2:

IDF(‘Will’) = = log(2/1)

TF-IDF: The TF-IDF score for each word in the corpus
is now computed. Higher-scoring words are more important,
whereas lower-scoring words are less significant. Calculate the
tf-idf score:

(tfidf)idf)idf)idf)t,d = tft,d idft (3)
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Countvectorizer: The scikit-learn module in Python pro-
vides a fantastic feature called count vectorizer. The count
vectorizer employs a bag-of-words method that avoids textual
structures. Instead, only word counts are used to extract
information. So, First and foremost, each document will be
converted to a vector format. Then, the vector’s input measures
how many times each word appears in the content [61]. Finally,
we combined n-grams with Countvectorizer techniques [62].

B. Proposed Work

We proposed a model for detecting emotion in text. Our
model will also see racism. We’ll look for and examine racism
in the context of the Ukraine-Russia conflict. The public’s
viewpoint toward the competition is also investigated.

1) Detect emotion from text: The dataset description and
data preparation techniques, such as text preprocessing and
feature extraction, have previously been covered. The dataset
is divided into two steps for identifying emotion. During the
training phase, 18000 data points were learned, whereas 3000
data points were tested. We used classical machine learning as
well as an ensemble model. In training the model to recognize
emotion, many classifiers were utilized. Six primary emotions
are detected by the system (anger, fear, surprise, joy, love,
and sadness). We’ll go through the classifier that we used in
our system later. Fig. 5 presents the architecture for emotion
recognition.

2) Racism detection: Racism was detected using data from
Kaggle (dataset 2) and Twitter (dataset 3). The Kaggle dataset
has labels, whereas the Twitter dataset does not. We combined
the two datasets and utilized text preparation and feature
extraction techniques. The boosting approach, as well as a
machine learning classifier, were used. One-third of the data
is tested, and the rest is trained. The best prediction model
was determined after using all approaches and algorithms. The
model investigated racism in dataset 3, which concerned the
Ukraine-Russia war. In the suggested process for detecting
racism, the following algorithm was utilized to categorize
tweets as racist or non-racist.

Algorithm 1 Racism Detection Tresholds

if prediction ≥ 0.3 then

label← 1
else

label← 0
end if

Where 1 implies racism and 0 denotes non racism. The
framework for detecting racism is depicted in Fig. 6.

3) Sentiment analysis: The present research’s ultimate job
is sentiment analysis. Dataset 3 was used to investigate the
sentiment. We want to look at how people feel about the
Ukraine-Russia conflict. Dataset 3 is obtained from Twitter
and is on the conflict between Ukraine and Russia. On Twitter,
a tweet is a microblog message. It’s only allowed to be 140
characters long. Most tweets include text, embedded URLs,
photos, and usernames. There are also misspellings in them.
As a result, several preprocessing processes were performed on
the tweets to eliminate unnecessary data. The reasoning is that

Fig. 5. Emotion detection architecture

cleaner data is more suitable for mining and feature extraction,
resulting in more accurate results. We didn’t need to use all of
the preprocessing approaches outlined above since VADER can
understand the sentiment of a text that incorporates emoticons,
slang, conjunctions, capital phrases, punctuation, and other
idioms. We avoided misspellings, short words, and unusually
lengthy letters.

Algorithm 2 Sentiment Score Range

if compoundscore ≥ 0.05 then

sentiment←positive
else if compound score ≤ −0.05 then

sentiment← Negative
else if then

sentiment← Neutral
end if

We compute a compound score to analyze sentiment.
After assessing the sentiment, we determined the positive,
negative, and neutral phrases used in the war. The result and
discussion section will provide the top terms used negatively
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Fig. 6. Racism detection architecture

in the conflict. In addition, positive and neutral words will be
highlighted.

C. Proposed Model

1) Supervised machine learning classifiers: The learning
process is divided into training and testing phases. First,
training data samples were used as input, and then the learning
algorithm was applied to learn the feature and build the
learning model [63]. Finally, for prediction for the data or
test, the learning model executes in the testing phase. The
approach of supervised learning aims to train the machine.
For each of the algorithm, we used parameters based on need.
Fig. 7 depicts the model in detail. The dataset is first split
into two phases: training and testing. The data were prepared
using a feature engineering technique. In order to forecast the
label, the baseline method was used. The test data was finally
employed to predict the value and contrast it with its actual
value. Finally, a number of evaluation criteria are used to gauge
performance. Some of the used supervised algorithms in this
system:

Decision Trees: A DT [64] is a classifier defined as a
recursive split of the instance space. The DT consists of nodes
that form a rooted tree, a dispersed tree with no incoming

Fig. 7. Supervised learning model architecture

edges, and a root node. Each node has one incoming advantage.
An internal node has outgoing edges, whereas leaves are the
other nodes. Based on the input values, each internal node in a
decision tree separates into multiple sub-spaces. In the simplest
case, each test evaluates a single attribute, and the occurrence
space is partitioned according to the attribute’s value. Every
node has a label representing the property being tested, and its
branches have starting values. Mini samples split, max depth
and class weight were used as parameter.

Linear Regression: The purpose of LR, a portion of the
regression algorithm family, is to discover the interrelation-
ships and dominance of variables. Regression analysis is used
to forecast a target variable; predicting an attribute from a
limited set is one topic of classification.LR [65] pertains to
the supervised learning algorithms area as well.

Naive Bayes: Another supervised learning approach and
statistical classification method is Bayesian classification [66].
The Bayesian classification’s primary goal is to tackle prob-
lems with prediction and solve prediction difficulties. This
classification may mix observable data and delivers effective
learning techniques. Learning techniques and algorithms have
been simplified to understand and analyze using Bayesian
classification.

Logistic Regression: LR is the most powerful statistical
and data mining technique [67]. LR has several key benefits,
including the ability to generate probabilities naturally and the
ability to handle multinomial classification issues. A further
advantage is that far too many LR model analysis techniques
rely on the same fundamentals as linear regression. We de-
termine the likelihood that the output variable’s perception
corresponds to the proper category using LR [68]. The LR
model is used to categorize emotions from inside the input
text [69]. With training and testing sets, LR classifies text
into several emotion categories [70]. Logistic regression is
a broader version of linear regression. Consider the linear
regression equation below:

x = x0 + x1z1 + x2z2 + ....+ xnzn (4)

Here x is the response variable, and the predictor variables
are Z1, Z2, Z3, and Zn. So if we apply a sigmoid function to
equation 1, we will get a logistic function.

l =
1

1 + e−(x0+x1z1+x2z2+............+xnxn)
(5)
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Random Forest: RF is among the technique in Machine
Learning used to process the data in vast quantities and widely
used algorithm based on the results of a DT formed throughout
training [71] [72]. The RF algorithm combines numerous
trees with training data to generate greater accuracy. The
concentrated output from every DT seems to be the forest’s
output. Each tree has a different set of features and uses typical
tree-building methods, and these properties generate the nodes
and leaves [73].

Support Vector Machine: SVM is a pattern identification
and categorization technique that is pretty simple to use [74].
SVM is among the most extensively utilized cutting-edge
machine learning technology (SVM). The SVM approach is
related to supervised learning, which requires feature extrac-
tion and produces desired results. SVM has the benefit of being
very easy to execute and scaling vast amounts of data more
efficiently than neural networks [75]. The kernel approach
allows SVMs to effectively conduct nonlinear classification
by implicitly translating their inputs within high-dimensional
feature regions [76]. SVM finds the biggest and best margin
hyperplane to categorize the text into numerous emotion classi-
fications. Choosing an appropriate kernel function to get better
results is critical because it determines the transformed feature
space in which the training set instances will be categorized.
Some well-known kernels were used:

Linear : K(Ai,Aj) = AT
i Xj (6)

Polynomial : K(Ai,Aj) = (γAT
i Xj + r)d, γ > 0 (7)

The kernel parameters are

γ, r, d

Ai

is a training vector that the function maps into a high-
dimensional space.The linear kernel used sigmoid in the re-
search and the n samples were 100.

2) Ensemble method: Ensemble learning is a procedure
that involves integrating many models or classifiers to address
a specific issue. Both machine learning and deep learning tech-
niques can benefit from the ensemble approach. It is followed
to attain the intended aim and improve system performance.
We applied bagging and boosting in our suggested method
to discover the outcome. Though many existing systems use
the ensemble approach, we attempted to construct this system
using a machine learning-based ensemble model. AdaBoost,
Gradient boost, and XGBoost have been used to develop
and evaluate overall system performance. AdaBoost uses a
recursive technique to help poor classifiers better by learn-
ing from their mistakes. Although XGBoost is identical to
AdaBoost, it outperforms AdaBoost in highly condensed and
sophisticated data and system optimization. Ensemble learning
is commonly implemented using decision trees, which aid in
the solution of quantitative issues. Ensemble learning computes
the final classification based on the ensembled findings given
by decision trees rather than relying on a single decision tree’s
predictive analysis and outcome. In our ensemble learning,
we used a variety of machine learning classifiers, including
LR, SVM, RF, and others, in addition to the decision tree, to
train and analyze the model and find the best output. We used

TABLE III. HYPERPARAMETERS OF THE XGBCLASSIFIER

Types Values

learning rate 0.2

max depth 10

n estimators 200

subsample 0.8

Fig. 8. Proposed ensemble model

several n estimators (10,50,100) to improve performance be-
cause the ensemble approaches heavily depend on parameters.
Fig. 8 depicts the architecture and base estimator used in our
ensemble model. Soft voting and Hard voting classifiers are
two types of voting classifiers used to create the results [77].
The test preprocesses ing approach and feature extraction are
completed initially. When we deployed the XGB classifier of
the boosting ensemble, we employed the grid search parameter
tuning strategy to choose the optimum hyperparameters. Table
III displays the XGB classifier’s hyperparameters.

3) VADER: VADER is an analytical program that uses both
analyses of lexical and rules-based to analyze sentiment. It gen-
erally employs a combination of strategies that classify lexical
characteristics according to their semantic orientation, which
might be positive or negative. This approach not only detects
the polarity of positive or negative attitudes but also determines
how the sentiment is [78]. This tool is consistent and has a
higher accuracy ratio for performing sentiment analysis from
social media. There are several advantages of VADER. It works
well with social media content while quickly summarizing
various topics. No need for training data though it includes
defined vocabulary for analyzing sentiment. Because of its
speed and precision, it may be utilized for asynchronous data.
The VADER packages display a positive, neutral, or negative
value from individual tweets [79]. We used VADER to analyze
the sentiment. First, a compound score is calculated based on
these values. Next, a compound score is calculated based on
these values. The compound score thresholds were used to
categorize the sentiment into negative, positive, and neutral, as
indicated in Algorithm 2. However, VADER performs better
for social media data which is unsupervised learning.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The accuracy of all the models is calculated. After finding
the best model, we compute each class’s precision, recall, and
f-score. Combining word-n-gram with a count vectorizer is the
most outstanding result to detect emotion. We employ bigrams
and trigrams in our implementation. The accuracy could be
determined as described in the equation since accuracy was
chosen as the assessment criteria, where TP = True Positive,
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TABLE IV. CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE OF SUPERVISED MODEL

Classifier Training Result Testing Result

Logistic Regression 0.99 0.88

Decision Tree 0.99 0.86

Naive Bayes 0.96 0.76

SVC 0.98 0.86

TABLE V. BOOSTING METHOD PERFORMANCE (EMOTION DETECTION)

Algorithm Training Result Testing Result
ADABoost 0.99 0.89

GradientBoost 0.96 0.78
XGBoost 0.97 0.90

Fig. 9. Racism found in dataset 3

TN =True Negative, FP = False Positive, and FN = False
Negative.

The performance of the base model was shown in Table IV.
The best testing outcome came from LR. The testing results are
the same for DT and SVC. However, NB has the worst results,
and overfitting problems are a big deal here. From Table V,
XGBoost achieves the desired outcome. Gradient boosting
performs the poorest out of all methods, with Adaboosting
marginally outperforming the baseline method. The perfor-
mance of the supervised classifiers for identifying emotion
is displayed in Table IV. Since we utilized the supervised
model and ensemble model bagging and boosting, Table V
shows boosting model performance, while Table VII shows
all classes’ precision, recall, and f-score. Table VI shows the
overall performance of our applied mode to detect emotion.
Our technology outperforms the prior method when it comes to
seeing emotion. Finally, we compared our model to some of the
most recent works in emotion recognition. Table VIII compares
our model with others. The accuracy of the proposed ensemble
model is higher than that of earlier systems, as demonstrated in
Table VIII. Accuracy for gloves, SVM, and LR is under 80%.
C-BiLSTM, however, achieved 88% accuracy. The suggested
technique, meanwhile, achieves 90% accuracy.

We only use the F-score to detect racism. We used F-score
instead of accuracy since we can see how unbalanced our
dataset 2 is in Fig. 3. Compared to the values with labels:1,
we can observe that the deals with label:0 have a far higher
number of differences. As a result, if we use accuracy as our
assessment criterion, we may meet a significant proportion

TABLE VI. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF APPLIED METHOD

Model Testing Result Training Result

Supervised 0.88 0.99

Bagging 0.89 0.99

Boosting 0.90 0.97

Fig. 10. Sentiment result

TABLE VII. PRECISION, RECALL, F-SCORE OF ALL CLASSES

Emotion Precision Recall F-score

anger 0.90% 0.90% 0.90 %

fear 0.90% 0.83% 0.86 %

joy 0.90% 0.93% 0.91 %

love 0.80% 0.71% 0.75 %

sadness 0.93% 0.94% 0.94 %

surprise 0.67% 0.74% 0.72 %

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF RESULT WITH OTHER PAPERS

Ref. Method/Algorithm Result

[2] Glove F1-69.3 %

[14] SVM Accuracy-63.5 %

[30] C-BiLSTM F.score-88 %

[33] LR-SGD Accuracy-79 %

Proposed system Ensemble ( Boosting) Accuracy-90.45%

of false positives. The percentage of our relevant findings
is referred to as precision. The rate of relevant total results
accurately categorized by our algorithm is called recall. We are
constantly faced with a trade-off between accuracy and recall,
with high precision resulting in low memory and vice versa.
F-core is calculated using equation 5. Both bag-of-words and
tf-idf perform best when it comes to detecting racism. Table
IX shows the results of the racism detection.

F-score = 2 ∗ Precision+Recall

Precision ∗Recall
(8)
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Fig. 11. Most common positive words

TABLE IX. RACISM DETECTION ACCURACY

Algorithm / Model Feature Extraction F-score

Logistic Regression Bag-of-Words 0.552

Logistic Regression Tf-Idf 0.560

XGBoost Bag-of-Word 0.563

XGBoost Tf-Idf 0.547

We chose our best model for identifying racism and used
it to examine racism in tweets on the Ukraine-Russia conflict.
According to our research, people are less racist regarding this
war.

The outcome is shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows that to
examine the racism in dataset 3, people are less racist about the
war—15459 sentences that are non-racist and 749 sentences
that are racist. Finally, when it comes to sentiment analysis, the
results show that negative sentiment was identified in 7002, the
positive feeling was found in 4639 tweets, and neutral attitude
in 4567. Fig. 10 depicts the sentiment discovered in dataset 3.

A. Discussion

We integrate the best model of our used procedures into our
website after obtaining it. When a user registers on the website,
a unique user name is assigned to them. Then, our system
can discern their emotion using that person’s textual data.
The person’s emotional state is kept in the database after the
emotion is detected. The system can only store an individual’s
feelings and restore their output over time. As a result, anyone
can examine their feelings throughout time. The system can
display a person’s emotions at any time. However, in the future,
we will expand the system to automatically analyze a person’s

feelings and warn the user of any emotional changes. A future
study could look into the dynamic alterations.

We have had some issues with the application of detecting
racism.

The accuracy of racism detection was low, as seen in
the results section. We discovered that an unbalanced dataset
caused the problem after further investigation. We detected
more nonracist text in our dataset than racist text. When a
dataset is unstable, it refers to the data dominance space vs. the
dispersed data. Unbalanced learning challenges can be divided
into two categories. There are two types of relationships:

1) between classes and
2) inside classes.

• Between the classes: This refers to the unequal distri-
bution of data samples between two classes.

• Inside the class: when the classes of data differ be-
tween more than one idea, the unbalanced problem is
considered inside the class.

As a result, our dataset issue was sandwiched between the
problem of class imbalance. Oversampling and undersampling
approaches are two techniques for sorting this problem [80].
Future studies can handle these issues. If we have a sizeable
balanced dataset, we can use deep learning in the future.
In addition, we may address the issue of data imbalance to
achieve better results. The globe is in the grip of the Ukraine-
Russia conflict. We attempted to overserve the sentiment of
the general public. Geographical sentiment analysis can help
decision-makers understand a particular country’s sentiment. It
will aid in taking any measures necessary to end the problem.
Positive, negative, and neutral words are illustrated in Fig.
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Fig. 12. Most common negative words

Fig. 13. Most common neutral words

11, 12, and 13. The most frequently used words are Ukraine,
Russia, and Ukrainian, which can be used in positive, negative,
or neutral contexts. Every term has a mixed connotation,
meaning that some people will interpret it positively while
others will interpret it negatively. Therefore, more research is
required, and each word can be given as a bigram or trigram.

The most common words in the study are visually depicted.
Therefore, a thorough analysis is advised.
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V. CONCLUSION

This study was designed to accomplish several goals. This
study first tries to assess an individual’s emotional trajectory
through time and to recognize emotion from textual format
using machine learning techniques. The ensemble technique
works best for detecting emotion. However, there were various
difficulties in determining the best accuracy from our dataset.
We decided on the ensemble model’s optimal accuracy by
integrating several data preparation methods. XGBclassifier
demonstrated 90% accuracy in identifying the mood in the
text.

There are several applications for emotion detection, in-
cluding marketing, customer reviews, the detection of psy-
chological instability, and others. XGBclassifier and Logis-
tic Regression perform best in identifying racism. However,
the ability to recognize racism has to be improved. In our
study, we looked at how individuals felt about the conflict
between Ukraine and Russia. Nearly half of the Twitter users
had unfavorable feelings (43%). The study of this conflict
had not received much attention from artificial intelligence
researchers. The professional can remedy the problem if we
further investigate this. No system is flawless, after all, and
we are fully conscious of the constraints of our system. We
are looking to implement this system using multiple or large
datasets, and deep learning techniques will be applied in
the future. Our system comparatively works better than the
previous systems to detect emotion. The novelty and future
development have already been explored. We hope that this
study will contribute to further research and influence the
field of emotion recognition, racism detection, and sentiment
analysis.
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